
WRITING A RESEARCH QUESTION MIDDLE SCHOOL

Writing Research Questions #!. When doing research, it is very important to write very clear research questions. Here
we will step through the process of writing.

Forming of social hierarchy: does it differ from one group to another? The more complex version is written in
two parts; it is thought provoking and requires both significant investigation and evaluation from the writer.
She explains that, much like Goldilocks' "just right" bowl of porridge that is neither too hot nor too cold, "just
right" questions are neither too general nor too specific. Are cryptocurrencies real currencies? At the students'
different levels of English language proficiency, here is what the expectations are for their language use:
English Language Proficiency Level Beginner English Language Proficiency Level Intermediate All students,
including recently exited ELLs Students reproduce patterned questions. Students use question frames to
produce "just right" questions. Most professional researchers focus on topics they are genuinely interested in
studying. These handouts can be modified or edited for your purposes. They should, instead, require both
research and analysis on the part of the writer. In my second post , I focused on how ELLs' culture might
impact their writing and shared some examples from Arabic-speaking students. Also, Karen adds that students
may need to pose several questions before finding one that is "just right. In the case of ELLs, teachers will
need to pay special attention to supporting their academic language acquisition while helping them write their
own questions to guide their written work. Sample Research Questions Unclear: How should social
networking sites address the harm they cause? The question you ask should be developed for the discipline
you are studying. Why is a research question essential to the research process? What research process will
ensure that you find a variety of perspectives and responses to your question? However, there is also research
to support the notion that students are completely overwhelmed and frustrated when they are given complete
freedom to write about whatever they choose. Is going vegan good for your health? The types and forms of
poetry: how does poetry evolve? Is sexual education important? What issues are scholars and researchers
discussing, when it comes to your topic? In this final post, I'll now turn to some instructional strategies to
support ELLs at the middle school level as they work with an element of one of the CCSS writing anchor stan
dards. Their questions arise from themes found in fiction texts they read in literature circles. Internet safety:
what to do if you are threatened or blackmailed? The focused version narrows down to a specific effect of
global warming glacial melting , a specific place Antarctica , and a specific animal that is affected penguins.
The endangered cultures: is it important to preserve them in the age of globalization? Focused: What is the
most significant effect of glacial melting on the lives of penguins in Antarctica? A research question is the
question around which you center your research. The clearer version specifies sites MySpace and Facebook ,
the type of potential harm privacy issues , and who may be experiencing that harm users. How much can we
play computer games to not get addicted? Is it a national trait or a social construct? The history of music and
its meaning in modern life Greenhouse effect: is it natural or artificial What are the possible consequences of
drugs legalization World War II and its impact on the rights of women Schools, learning and social networks
The causes, effects and consequences of earthquakes The geological periods of Earth development The history
of cryptography The nature of sports. Research shows that students are much more invested in writing when
they are able to choose their own topics. Unfocused: What is the effect on the environment from global
warming? The research questions are part of a six-week-long unit, titled "Diving into the Depths of Research.
Would that particular audience be interested in the question you are developing? I know from my own
dissertation study and subsequent research that crafting the right questions was key to conducting a high
quality study, but it takes a lot of practice to be able to formulate solid research questions. What is propaganda
and how it works? What Makes a Good Research Topic Handout These handouts are intended to be used as a
discussion generator that will help students develop a solid research topic or question. Each student then
justifies his or her selections using the vocabulary terms "general" and "specific" in the sentence frames
below. Start asking questions. Why competition is so important for humanity?


